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the narrow road to oku illustrated japanese classics - the narrow road to oku is one of the classic works of japanese
literature and basho is one of the masters of the haiku poetry form although haiku is known in the west primary for its 5 7 5
pattern of syllables it is considerably more nuanced and rule bound than this ironically however the 5 7 5 rule is occasionally
broken, matsuo basho s narrow road oku no hosomichi - the months and days are the travelers of eternity the years that
come and go are also voyagers those who float away their lives on ships or who grow old leading horses are forever
journeying and their homes are wherever their travels take them, our time travel is different tv tropes - according to this
theory time is like a videocassette for those of you born after 2000 videocassettes are what we played movies on back in the
dark days before dvds normally time is on play and traveling backwards or forwards is like pushing rewind or fast forward
you can see other people and events playing quickly forwards or backwards around you, the nothing after death tv tropes
- the nothingness is an afterlife where souls go to a bleak featureless plane of non existence whether or not this non
existence involves the souls existence and whether or not souls are consciously aware of the lack of existence around them
is depending on the writer not to be confused with the idea that there is literally nothing after death no darkness no
featureless planes no, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words
when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming
together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like
gazellephant and gorilldebeest, ace of spades hq - tuesday overnight open thread 11 13 18 misanthropic humanitarian the
quotes of the day quote i as an atheist i have argued that if religion is erased something must be put in its place
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